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Drive Traffic and Earn Big

Join our Award Winning Affiliate Program and start earning



Contact us
Start Earning
















Inkabet is now live in Peru!
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Boost your earnings with industry leading brands

Up to 40% commission on selected brands | Successful partnerships | Over 18 brands | 60 years of excellence
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Flexible Commissions

Earn up to 40% commission on leading brands.



View Rates
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Successful Campaigns

Several successful campaigns.



View More
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Swift Payouts

Quick and Safe Pay-outs via the Affwallet.



Find out more









Want to know why Betsson Group Affiliates is the right partner for you?

Leading brands | High commission rates | Good marketing tools | Swift payments | 30+ languages | Quality service



Learn more













Hear from our partners


"We are more than happy with our partnership with Betsson Group Affiliates and their amazing team! Their brands are top converting and the player value is great for players looking for Swedish casino sites."casinokung.se

"We really enjoy collaborating with Betsson Group affiliates. Their brands are very popular among players, their platform is easy to use and they are very professional and pleasant to work with. Overall a top class affiliate partner!"bettingstars.se
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"We love working with Betsson Group affiliates on the Brazilian sports betting market. The conversion rates are high and the player value is great. And best of all, their awesome affiliate team is always there when needed. We give our best recommendations."sitedeapostasconfiavel.com
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"We are very happy with our collaboration with Betsson Group Affiliates. Their team is always responsive and willing to go above and beyond to ensure our success. Their timely payments and excellent management skills set them apart from other affiliate programs. We look forward to a long term and successful partnership with them."online-casino.ee
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"We are proud of our partnership with Betsson Group Affiliates. These guys run some of the biggest brands on the Swedish casino market and generate a steady flow of new players. Betsafe is our favorite, because it offers quick quality action both for casino and sports fans."slotsoo.com
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"Once you start working with Betsson Group Affiliates, you know that you are in it for a long run. They are one of our top partners in this industry and we are very happy with the results. Highly recommended in all aspects."casino-hrvatska.com

[image: kasino-erbjudande.se/]
"Thrilled with Betsson Group Affiliates! Their brands are a conversion powerhouse, especially for the Swedish market. The team's professionalism and proactive support make them stand out. Easy platform, high player value and a top-class affiliate partner!kasino-erbjudande.se

"Our company has a well-established and successful partnership with Betsson Group Affiliates, and we take great pleasure in providing our casino and sports betting traffic to such reputable brands. The BGA team consistently demonstrates their unwavering dedication to professionalism, drive, and approachability while offering numerous innovative products that cater to all markets. Recently, we were thrilled to broaden our collaboration to the US market through Betting.com by incorporating Betsafe Colorado into our portfolio."betting.com
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"Our collaboration with Betsson Group has been exceptional. Their innovative online casino brands, commitment to quality, and collaborative team make working with them a genuinely rewarding experience. We're proud to partner with such a leader in the gaming industry."casinotoplist.com

"Betsson has been one of our longest partners. The brand has true professionals working closely with the affiliates to have a win-win partnership. We recommend Betssons sports and casino brand as it's one of the most innovative in Colombia."casino24.co

"We are very pleased to partner with Betsson Group Affiliates. They consistently provide excellent support and high conversion rates, solidifying the presence of the Casinoinchile brand. Their professionalism, cutting-edge technology, and exceptional affiliate management team make Betsson Group an ideal choice for anyone who wants to increase their reach and profitability. Highly recommended for a seamless and fruitful collaboration."casinoinchile.com
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"Casinoonlinein.com is extremely happy to team up with already well-established online casino Canada brand Betsafe, to increase their footprint in the growing market."casinoonlinein.com
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"The rapidly evolving Norwegian market follows rules different from those of most others. Nevertheless, Betsson Group Affiliates knows everything about it, which is reflected in the results we are beginning to see. Many thanks and fingers crossed it will continue that way."bookiesnorge.tv

"Betsson Group Affiliates has stood out for their tireless dedication to ensuring that our affiliate partnership is profitable and professional. They have worked hard non-stop. Our visitors are delighted with Betsson's products, and we regularly feature Betsson Casino at the top of lists in CasinosOnlineHEX.cl. The account managers have proven to be exceptional, ensuring a seamless flow throughout the process."casinosonlinehex.cl

[image: SPELTIPS.INC]
"SPELTIPS.INC is thrilled to be partnered with Betsson. Our community loves their sport and league selection, they have a great welcome bonus and fantastic web design and user dashboard. With excellent commission structures and great customer support, we look forward to a long-term relationship with Betsson."speltips.inc

"Partnering with Betsson Group Affiliates has been an absolute game-changer for us. Their expertise and dedication have taken our company to new heights we never thought was possible. From the moment we joined forces, it was clear that Betsson Group Affiliates is not just a platform but a true strategic partner."casinoleader.com
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"Their complete and quality offer, both for betting and online casinos, is one of the biggest advantages of Betsson Group. Working with them has always been a great pleasure and uncomplicated."estafa.info






Read more testimonials
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April promotions 2024
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Game releases April 2024
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Happy Easter 🐰 🥚
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Best performing casino games in March 2024
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Best of the Best Casino award | CasinoWoW
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Exclusive interview | iNTERGAME and BGA Head of Affiliates
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Shortlisted for the GamingTECH CEE 2024 Awards
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BGA Joins Forces with Malta Ranger Unit: Taking Action for a Cleaner Environment
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St.Patrick’s Day 2024
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Game releases March 2024







See what's new













Join one of the best affiliate programs in the business



Betsson Group Affiliates (BGA) is your perfect business partner  to help grow your affiliate marketing business and earn a continual profit. With commission rates up to 40%, we offer one of the most competitive rates in the industry, over wide range of reward plans such as CPA and Hybrid Deals. Commissions will be paid out via the Affiliate Wallet by the 10th of the following month, providing unlimited flexibility and access to your earnings which you may withdraw at any given time.

With real time tracking and a huge variety of free content and advertising tools, BGA will help you optimize marketing activity by providing in-depth reports which will allow you to monitor individual player activity.

BGA will give you access to the Media Gallery, a tool built entirely on HTML5 where you will have a choice to get promotional banners, responsive landing pages and free games. BGA will help you find marketing assets that would perfectly fit your website and provide you personal tracking links.

BGA is the exclusive online affiliate program which gives you the opportunity to promote a number of trusted brands in various markets. Including Betsson, Betsafe, NordicBet, CasinoEuro to name a few. With a multi-brand strategy and popular products to choose from, leaving you spoilt for choice.



Casino players can play slots, table games, live casino and a range of other games from a constantly expanding list of suppliers. Along with a growing number of exclusive games.

Our Sportsbook team consists of passionate, dedicated sports fans offering some of the best odds in our many markets and working closely with our Product development team to ensure that you have the best experience possible.

BGA is available to all our affiliate members, no matter how big or small. Join one of the best affiliate programs in the business today!



Contact us
Start Earning
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			Betsson Group has more than 60 years’ experience of gambling. To us, offering gaming in a responsible and controlled way is fundamental. It’s the only way to run a business with happy, healthy customers who enjoy our products, decade after decade.



		
Please play responsibly
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Betsson Group Affiliates
			Experience Centre,

Ta’ Xbiex Seafront,

Ta’ Xbiex, XBX 1027,

Malta

General Enquiries: support@betssongroupaffiliates.com

Compliance & Due Diligence: affiliateduediligence@betssongroup.com
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					Privacy Settings


					 We use cookies to enhance your experience while using our website. If you are using our Services via a browser you can restrict, block or remove cookies through your web browser settings. We also use content and scripts from third parties that may use tracking technologies. You can selectively provide your consent below to allow such third party embeds. For complete information about the cookies we use, data we collect and how we process them, please check our Privacy Policy 
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		We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website.Ok

			
		

		

